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PRAYAS 
An initiative taken by Executive Trainee-2009 Batch 

AIM: To inculcate moral values among children especially from labour class. Discipline, sense 

of attachment will drive them to be a responsible citizen of the country.  

Vision: Talented students from labour community will struggle to become successful persons in 

various fields (Medical, Engineering, Teaching, Business, Administration, Education etc.) with 

motive to work for upliftment of their own community. The average students will lead a life of 

dignity and up-bring their children with due care incorporating values.    

Activities: 1. Teaching  

                  2. Playing Games which inculcates feeling of togetherness and discipline 

                  3. Story-telling for inspiration 

                  4. Yoga and Parade 

                  5. Competition (Painting, Speech telling, Singing) 

                  6. Celebration of important days (Independence Day, Vivekananda Jayanti, Saraswati   

                     Pooja, Subhas Chandra Bose Jayanti (as Patriotic Day)   

                  7. Weekly visit to the locality to meet their parents 

Center for Activities of Ambedkar Shiksha Kendra: Areas nearby NTPC Plant, Shaktinagar. 

These include Shivaji Nagar, Matwai, MGR, Shaktinagar Bus-Stand and servant quarters in 

NTPC Colony. 

Philosophy for Working: We believe in ideals of Vivekananda. We seek happiness in service. 

We are serving our fellow human beings as sense of duty assigned by God to us. Service to poor 

is service to nation.   



How was Prayas started?  
Some of ETs with burning desire for serving nation started pondering their mind on social 

issues. We all gathered and watched national movies and remembered our national heroes 

together. We started talking about people who served my nation selflessly. VandeMataram, a 

short video on partition of Bengal and its reunion kept charged us.  

We celebrated National Independence Day in our Hostel and went in nearby Basti for 

distributing sweets. The main aim of visiting Basti was to develop contact with them so that 

we could get invitation from them for doing service there.  

At one hand it was shocking to see the pathetic conditions in which they were making their life. 

On the other side their children were not getting chance for better education due to lack of 

money. Later we found that they mostly lacked guidance and motivation along with quality 

education. 

It was shocking for us to know that there was no electricity in that area. It aroused us. It was 

irony that people having home under the shadow of a power generating company are living in 

darkness.  

After lot of discussions and mind boggling we decided to visit the place every Sunday for 

teaching and meeting their parents for awareness about the modern world.   

On one evening we went there and informed children about our coming for teaching purpose. 

They all showed great enthusiasm for beginning of that activity. 

 

 

  



First Day 

 

It was the last Sunday of the month, August. We reached in Shivaji Nagar at 10.30 am to teach 

them. It was shocking to find out there was none to attend the class. Then I called two boys. 

They agreed to gather all other students. The other students were playing cricket and denied to 

come even on our repetitive request.  

We all are sad but not hopeless. We decided to start with only two. As we started teaching, 

many small kids of classes varying from one to eighth swarmed from their home to get 

tuition from us. Twenty children turned up by the end of one hour. We talked about them 

and taught some lessons. For maintaining discipline we applied clapping techniques. After 

introducing some interesting mind focusing games to them we came back hostel. It was really a 

great day for us.   

 



 

Continuation…. 

 

We kept going there every Sunday for one and a half hour. They all were very enthusiastic and 

attended all the classes regularly. Slowly the number of students increases. Parents of children 

started approaching us for personal tuition. But we all are in no state to offer more time for this 

particular purpose. It was difficult for us to address individual grievances. 

It was very difficult task to remember names and develop personal attachment to each student. 

We started playing with them. Playing develops kinship between us. Students felt more attached 

to us and hence they started listen us sincerely. Some of them followed what we instructed them.  

 

 

 

  



Breakthrough: Class Room Teaching….   

 

After four to five weeks, we started planning again. We thought to send some students in better 

schools. We went there to see the possibility of their admission without any fee. But we didn’t 

get any positive response from them. Finally we planned to start our own class room teaching. 

We all agreed to invest one hour everyday for this noble cause.  

We got one class room from Employee Development Center and the next phase of the mission 

started. In the very first day 18 students turned up. We started finding out what are the 

difficulties they were facing. Volunteers took personal care to students.  

Soon the number of students started increasing. 25..30..45…55..85.. 95..105..145. One forty 

five was the maximum strength of the class for a few days. Students from all areas came here. 

Shivaji Nagar, Khatal, Matwai, Bus-stand, MGR, Jwalamukhi from all parts they came. 

But the number didn’t remain same. Soon winter season started and number reduced to 40. This 

was stable strength of the class. 



Monitoring in all fronts started. Students of even higher classes were not able to solve simple 

problems. They were not coming well prepared and finishing their home work. We started 

thinking some alternative ways to tackle these problems. 

Discipline: Key of Life  

 

Games and parade were two effective tools to incorporate discipline in their life. That helped in 

maintaining silence in the class.   

Students started waking up early in the morning. They followed all the good habits. These all 

were reflected when we were met with warm welcome in Basti by their parents.  

Parents told that their children have started washing their own clothes, room-floor and plates by 

themselves. They also read daily. It was a great change in them what they observed.  

 



Story Telling 

 

That was another great tool to develop sense of responsibility among children along with 

incorporating values. We started reading moral stories in the class and they listened. After that 

we distributed books. They used to come after reading the book. They are made to tell stories in 

the group that helped them to remember what they read. 

Parents of some students also took interest in reading those books. They retold them to these 

children.  

Reading Habit 

It was a great shock for me not to see much change on academic front, although we got success 

on the front of discipline and moral values.  

They still couldn’t write a single correct line. They didn’t remember grammar. Whenever I 

enquired how many hours they studied, they always told enough time. Finally I asked about 



number of pages they were reading. It was shocking. Two or three pages and not more than that 

they studied every day. Next task was to develop reading habits among them.  

We decided a date for reading competitions and asked them to read more than 30 pages every 

day. With the feeling of competitions they started reading more than 100 pages. Some even read 

200 pages a day. They now were able to remember things. They felt such changes among them 

and participated in the activities more sincerely and enthusiasm.  

Extra-curricular activities 

We conducted painting competitions and they did well. They proved they possess creative mind 

as well. 

We encouraged them for public speaking and story-telling. Many of them now can speak well.  

Yoga    

For increasing concentration level among them along with helping them to feel spiritual pleasure 

we started training them for meditation and Suryanamaskar. The result was electric. 

Future… 

Even after giving regular time for past seven months we are not able to bring result as per our 

expectations.  

We plan that how they could be good in mathematics, science and other subjects so that they 

could compete with students having all modern facilities. It is possible but it will take more time 

and patience.  

  



Sense of Achievement 

Building a strong personality takes many years of consistent effort. So it is not fare to judge the 

achievements of an organization with the core purpose of building strong personalities working 

on boys having very weak background in seven months of effort and that also only for a hour 

daily. But assessment is always good for positive results which keep the enthusiasm level high of 

an organization and guides for change of course for better and effective knowledge. Such 

continuous assessment helps in developing ideas as already mentioned. Here I would like to give 

examples of a few students where one could find out prominent changes.      

1. Avinash Kumar 

 

Avinash is a sincere boy. He actively attended the class almost every day and incorporated all 

values what we have taught him. He started reading sincerely. He read the maximum number of 

pages among all other boys reaching 300 pages a day. I gave him a book on science fiction and 

he finished that book having difficult words to understand in four to five days. He has to help his 

mother in cooking and cleaning home almost every day. But he never made that as excuse and 

always finished his task. He was also the best in performing Suryanamaskar. He always 

maintained dignity in class. Unlike other students he waited patiently for things getting 

distributed in the class. Now he has been working on mathematics. He admits that many changes 

have come in him after attending these programs. Interest for study has developed and now he 

could remember more things after reading once or twice. I wish he will do better in future. I have 

complete confidence in him.  



2. Jitendra Kumar 

 
Jitendra has also observed many changes in him. He started reading many pages a day. Many 

times he finished story books in a stretch. He demonstrated good leadership qualities. He was 

very sincere and always responded on my call. He took all my words by heart and tried to 

develop all those habits in him. Given the chance he can do better in his life. As he was the only 

son, he has to help his father in his electrical shop. He himself has now turned a good technician.   

Akash and Arsad are two other boys who have shown good sign of changes. Some girls are 

doing fine, but they are not as regular as boys are. Almost all boys have learnt basic values of life 

and have incorporated those values in them.  

Seeing the slow changes in the personality of children kept our enthusiasm level high and we 

gave our hundred percent. As the boys have learnt a lot from us, so we did from them. We 

developed new ways to make them understand things. As all boys are different and their thinking 

patterns are also different we have to read their mind and apply the appropriate way of teaching. 

We developed many activities for them and learn how to make them play and involved for longer 

period. Many new and original ideas kept coming in our mind and we implemented those ideas 

with some modification which always gave positive results.  

We also always recognized the area of weakness and kept ourselves ready for bringing change. 

Our own life became more disciplined. In fact that was great achievement for us. Confidence 

developed in us to take new challenges.  



Future Plan 

Plan for the Children 

 Basic knowledge of computer 

 Training for working as technician in companies 

 Navchetna Shivir for incorporating values in effective way 

 Guide their schools for opting some more effective tools to incorporate new methods 

 Open a small library to increase reading habits in students for expansion of knowledge 

Plan for Organization 

 To form a legal organization by registering it as non-government organization. 

 To open new centers of learning in new places throughout the country 

 To open full-fledged library in some cities or villages 

 To organize awareness camps in under developed areas 

 To undertake some government schools for its improvement by giving suggestions to 

teachers and conducting activities 

 To work for rural development 

 To work for labour communities 

 To conduct programs for remembering national heroes and people working for societal 

cause 
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